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ABSTRACT: 

Ve disouss the near-equilibrium atate of the q-q plasma trea¬ 
ted as a systesi of classical partiole* with quantised oolor 
charges. The matrix of the kinetic coefficients is calculated 
(in the relaxation approximation of the transport equation) and 
compared with its classioal version: The color Ohm law is reoo-
vered out the struoture of the kinetic matrix is different. 
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1. DJTOODUCTIOH 
Quark-antiquark plasaa is an int•resting objeot hopefully pro-

duoed In ultrarelativistie heavy ions collisions and/or ooouring 
in some astrophysioal phenomena [1] . In the model tinder oonsidera-
tion quarks and antiquaries are regarded as classical splnless, 
distinguishable and looalised aaterial pointa vith quantised oolor 
charges. These particles interact -with the external Tans-Mills 
field (the gauge group - SD(3)) . The density aatrioes in the 
color spaoe G C^p) (plus stands for quarks .and almas for anti-
quarks) are the quantua hosmlogue of the olassioal distribu¬ 
tion funotlon spanned on the phase spaoe and satisfy the kinetic 
equation / introduced by Hein* f2J) t 

A % A 
Here -A- is the oolor potential (r-M field) , K . v i - tłł* 
oolor field strength, (J is the collision tern and g is the 
oolor coupling constant. 

Tha kinetio equation forms the basis of the kinetic theory 
of q-q plasaa and its solution near the equilibritsa allows us to 
express non-equilibrium quantities in teras of gradients of ther-
aodynaaio paramtors. These relations define the kinetio ooef-
fioients which have been recently disouesed by sereral authors 

An arbitrary aaorosoopio state of a systea of oolored partio-
les is charaeteriaed by the baryon current O C^) ,the oolor 
currents i (x) , a = 1,».»,8 and the energy-aoaentua tensor 



i/, . T 

lr \drp p (G + G ) o«*) 

and arc the generators-of SU(3). 

General requirements Impose some conditions on the above quan¬ 

tities. And so, the oonserration of baryon number and oolor ohar-

ee leads us to 

0 
where 

"" % f abc (1.7) 

Moreover, the conservation of energy and momentum gives 

. 4. 



TJie foregoing oonsarvation lava are fulfilled if the collision 

terns satisfy some symetrie* speeifled in Appendix 1. 

2. LOCAL THERMODYNAKEC EQUILIBRIUM 

The state of no local production of entropy- ve oall the state 

of looal equilibrium ot plasma. The souroe of entropy is repre¬ 

sented by a four-divergence of entropy flux veotor ^ C*0 

It should be non-negative and vanishing for the equilibrium! 

The oonorete definition of o C*) implies the font of the equl-

librluB density matrix 0ta > Let us aooept the siapliest form 

of the entropy flux corresponding to the classical Boltzmann 

definition: 

The oondltion (2.1) is satisfied if 

= exp (± (a.3) 

the above matrix is the quantum equivalent of the olassioal equi¬ 

librium distribution funotlon (k], Tb» components of the color 

veotor in the oolor spaoe are represented by operators Q o . • 



K (y^ la interpreted • • the fluid four -velocity divided by 

the temperature: 

1 

The remaining funotiona - c (X^) and 

mical potentials divided by T (see Appendix 

** *re the ctie~ 

T(x) T(x) . 
(2.5) 

It is possible to expand 

matrix; 

pa C\ terns of C\ ̂  and the unit 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 



Appendix 3 contain* the analytio form of 

3. RELAXATION TINE MODEL 

In the remaining considerations we shall us* in (1.1) the re— 
A .*. 

laxation fora of the collision term C £ S J 

ft f± 
c - u 

In our model the relaxation time -V7 is a oonstant small para-

meter vhlle Qp„ is the equilibrium density matrix described 

in Seotion 2. The formula (3.1) makes sense when O* is 

olose to (j * . 

Deviations from the equilibrium result in additional fluxes 

of baryons and oolors and lead to a modification of the energy-

-momentum tensor. Using the transport equation with the appro¬ 

ximate collision term (3.1) > one can oaloulate the linear non-

-equilibrium oorreotion to ( 

+ ( ^ G 

CJ.J) 



Here L Is the operator of l.h.s. of (1.1). Thus the first 

order corrections to the equilibrium quantities are: 

1.5) 

A short outline of the calculations is given in Appendix k, 

Ve obtain 

Ftv ] (3.7) 

) • 

(3.8) 



Appendix 4 contain* the explicit dependence of the coefficients 

L 
o n *ne temperature and the ohe-

mioal potentials. <M is a function of gradients of the four 

-velooity U. (X) . Ve shall not diseusa it in this paper but viii 

concentrate on the kinetio coefficients nhioh follow from (3«7) 

and (3.8). 

k. ENTROPY PRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION OP KINETIC COEFFI¬ 

CIENTS 

The non-equilibriua entropy flux does not obey (2*1) mxtA we 

have a source of entropy which is (see Appendix 5) 

The contribution to the entropy production froa the non~equllib-

rium currents O U and vi becomes quadratio form of 

thernodynamic foroes: 

In the Matrix fora, it read* 



) l 

where the matrix J\, is constructed from the kinetio coeffi¬ 

cients : 

JC- Ji 

Ca 
important difference betveen the results of the classical 

and quantum models is that \Xa^ ^ V/^b However, for the 

temperature we obtain: 

0 

and the current-generated part of the source of entropy beoomes 



a simple positive-definite quadra tic font: 

The positive definiteness of this form is apparent if we write it 

in the local rest frame, where 

o A V A) 

The asymptotic form (for ~T~ f <*> ) o f **• •ntropy souroe 

(.4.9) agrees with its olassioal counterpart [4]. The similarity 

of the two models is interesting as they employ two different 
m 

gauge groups: the olae*ioal model uses SU(2), and the quantum 

model SU^3). 

The Ohm law for the color current follows from (3.8). For 

^ V _ Pi *• nave 
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The matrix of the oolor conductivity 

.(7 

depends on the temperaturo and the chemical potentials. Vhen the 

temperature increases to infinity 0 " ^ takes a form identical 

to the classical oolor conductivity: 

but for finite tenparature the analytic expressions of the two 

conduotlvltlea are quite different. 

5. SUMkAAY 

Ve define the local equilibrium of the plasma as a state of 

vanishing of the local production of entropy. Suoh a definition 

together with the postulated formula for the entropy flux impose 

restrictions to the eqiulibriua density matrix. Ve compare dif¬ 

fusion of particles and oolor in the eqiulibrium and in a state 

olose to it. The differences are caused by unbalanced thermody-

namioal forces (gradients of chemical potentials divided by the 

temperature, the Lorents force) giving rise to the extra flows. 

One obtains the non-abelian version of Ohm's law for the oolor 

ourrent as a particular result. 
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The kinetio ooeffioients depend on the temperature and the 

ohemioal potential*. We found this funotional dependence using. 

the relaxation form of the transport equation. 

The non-eqiulibrium ourrents generate some entropy produotion 

which is possible to express «• a quadratics fora of thermodynamics 

forces. It La prooved that the entropy souroe is positive defini¬ 

te for the high temperature and that the Matrix of kinetio ooof-

fioients has a structure siaiXar to the olassioal matrix, but for 

finite temperature these inatrioes are different in the olassioal 

and quantum cases. 

APPENDIX 1. 

PROPERTIES OP TOE COLLISION TERMS Q 

The moments of the kinetio equation (.1.1) together with the 

conservation laws (1.6) and (1.8} give us restrictions on C 



APPENDIX 2. 

THE EQUILIBRIUM QUANTITIES 

Using VJ7 one can calculate the entropy flux, the currents 

and the energy-momentum tensor In the equilibrium 

The above equations identify P as the pressure and • 

( <? j C^ j G }as the entropy (baryon, color, energy) 

density. Ve do not write down their explicit dependenoe on the 

(j ~ (i.e. "T" . ^ . /C Q, )• Neverthe¬ parameters of (j 

less, it is still attainable by the use of the expansion of 

presented in Section 2 and then by the use of the inegrals cal¬ 

culated in the paper by Anderson and Witting J_*5J« 

The conservation laws ^1.6) and (1.8) for the equilibrium 

quantities are the restrictions for T 7 X ) , U» (*>) , ̂  £X^ 

and /Cd/*^ • 

The relations between the thermodynamio variables lead to the 

first law of thermodynamics 



de = 

where 

while I ; *£. ) /Cct ar« introduoed in. Scotion 2. 
'it ( yU Ł 1 a = 1,...,8) La the energy gained by tixe system 
when the baryon number ^oolor) Changes by one unit: 

Wo. 
APPENDIX 3. 

THE FUNCTION 5*"" 

Let us obseirve that 

± 3 Tr exp (%aQa) - 21 exp ̂ K i C«. 0 

where ^ K are the eigenvalues of /v MQ_ and are defined %4<3< 



by the trlgonoaetrlo formula; 

4 
.1 

where 

One obtain* easily $"* by ohanging of the sign of 

APPENDIX *t, 

THE FDNCTIONAL FORM OP THE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 

We integrate expressions in (3.k) and (3.5) over the Momen¬ 

tum spaoe [53 a n d then we eliminate all the teras containing 

gradients of temperature and velocity using the conservation laws 

for the equilibrium currents and the energy-momentum tensor. The 

last result is (3.7) and (3.8) whereas the kinetic coefficients 

are expressed by 

,5 



wh«re 

« g ^ ( • • • APP«*»«"-* 3 ) , 

* 

- F""5 + d F (A*.?) 

T 
2 L.2 / |a. 
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and K^ ( u s 0,1,2,...) are the Modified Bessel Function* of 

the second kind. In the limit T ~ * °° v« can us* their 

ptotio expressions 

"Av, 
T 

APPENDIX 5. 

THE SOURCE OP ENTROPY 

The four dtmrgenoe of the entropy flux in the state near the 

equilibrium 1* given by 

+ (-

4 o 
into consideration the conservation laws ve obtain 

I 
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